
Polycab simplifies its IT environment while providing 
anytime, anywhere access. 
PPolycab is India's leading Cables & Wires Company with a distributed workforce spread across 60 
locations in the country, and an annual revenue of approximately a billion dollars. A continuously 
travelling workforce faced difficulty in accessing enterprise applications which that in turn affected 
business planning & strategy and managing distributed IT operations was a challenge. . Polycab 
therefore wanted to transform its legacy IT infrastructure to a business enabling architecture that 
would empower its employees and give business access to real-time data making business 
planning more efficient. 

SolutionSolution
WhenWhen Polycab started evaluating cloud solutions, it looked for partners who provided a managed 
services approach rather than a pure systems integration one since they did not want to lose time 
re-skilling employees in managing virtualized environments. It wanted to ensure User acceptance 
across business units from Day 1. Anunta designed its solution focused on simplifying the entire IT 
architecture to ensure easy manageability & ease of user access. Anunta’s approach included 
consolidating servers, storage & streamlining application delivery by putting in place a 
combination of HSD & HVD environments to address the specific requirements of anywhere, 
ananytime access of Polycabs workforce. This combined with a strong management & monitoring 
system comprising of an end-user experience management team, a service assurance & customer 
experience management team, ensured user satisfaction.

Benefits
Anunta’s centrally hosted, HSD & HVD environment supported with RIM has succeeded in 
simplifying the distributed IT environment making management more efficient. The desktop 
virtualization has enabled anytime, anywhere access for its workforce enabling real-time business 
planning.

Industry

       Cables & Wires (Electrical equipment)

Challenges

       Limited access of applications for     
       on-field workforce

       Co       Complex IT environment creating       
       management issues

Solution

       Fully Managed application delivery using  
       a combination of  HSD & HVD 
       environments

       M       Moving to centrally hosted virtualized IT  
       architecture  focusing on simplification &  
       ease of use

       Proactive monitoring &  management      
       system to avoid downtimes

Benefits

       A       Anywhere anytime access for  business  
       critical applications

       Lowered cost of application delivery

       Simplified IT management 
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